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1Introduction:
In a letter to Coriolis, 1837, Cauchy, defining x as an implic-
it function of t, determined by the solution of certain equations
1) F (x) = O^in wliich t enters as a parameter; and defining the
principal values of the parameter t as those for which equation
and its derivative have common roots; states the follov;ing theorems'.
First .
Desi.c:nate by t a real or imaginary variable. A real or imagin-
ary function of t, represented by x, is developable into a converg-
ent series, according to ascending powers of t, provided that the
modulus of t remains below a value for which the function of x
ceases to be finite or continuous.
Second .
Every root of an equation is generally developable according to
ascending powers of a parameter contained in the equation, provided
that the modulus of this parameter remains inferior to the moduli
of all its principal values.
Third .
Let t be the parameter contained in the first member of equa-
tion (l). Provided that the modulus of this parameter remains infer-
ior to the moduli of all its principal values, the distinct roots of
equation (l) are all developable into convergent series according
to ascending powers of t. Suppose, furthermore, that with the modulus
of t increasing, one separates the various groups of roots of equa-
tion (1) in such a manner that at the origin the number of groups
be equal to the number of distinct roots, and that later on, ( as t
increases), two groups coincide in tlje niomcnt when two roots which
belong respectively to those two groups become equal, for a given

mofiulus of t, corresFonding to a certain principal value of the
2
parameter. The number of groups of roots will be completely deter-
mined for each particular value of the raoduluB of t and equation (l)
can be resolved into several others, of which each gives separately
the various roots com.prised in a single group.
He proved these theorems in an article which appeared in
C.R. t IV. p. 773 ( 22 Mai 1837): and which is reprinted in Cauchy'a
collected works, Vol. IV. Series I., pp. 48-60.
In the proofs which Cauchy gives he studies the system of
curves
T = m( x-vy1Fl
)
|c3( x-vyr^
for different values of the parameter T, which is obtained in the
case where equation (1)
F (x) =
has the form (3)
TT (z)-V t^(z) = 0.
For certain values of t this equation may have m.ultiple roots, and
it is these values of t that Cauchy cjls principal values. Eor such
values of t, the curve (2). has multiple points. If for such a
value of t, equation (3) has k equal roots, then the corresponding
curve (2) has k branches through the multiple point, which divide
the full angle into 2k equal parts.
On page 60 Cauchy speaks of the surface which is obtained by
considering in the equation (2) x, y, and T, as Cartesian Coordina-
tes in space.
At the points corresponding to the roots of equation (2) the
surface touches the xy plane, whilt to the poles correspond trom.bone
shaped portions of the surface which extend to infinity. At the
points corresponding to multiple roots, we have saddle points at

v;hich the tcngent plrnes rre pcrallel to the plane, and cut the surface in
nultiple branches thru this point.
An account of Geuchy's investigation is given by / . Brill and K. Noether.'
As surfaces of this kind were apparently first studied by Csuchy v/e
shall call them Gfuchy's Modulus Surfaces.
Definition;
Let W = f(£) be a function of the complex variable z, which, with the
exception of points of a non-continuous set, is analytic in the neighborhood of
all Inite points of the plrne.
Consider the modulus
|W{= |f(z)| , of f{2),
which may be va*itten in the form
J = Tf^i^j) -vV^^'^tx^y)
or, = Jc.^|uVv~'^ = u-v4v),
if, u= (Xjy}, ajid v = \y(x^y)
represent respectively the real and imaginary parts of f(z).
We may now consider three rectmgulrr coordinate planes and designfte
the coordinates by x, y, s° ^"^^-^ v'^me coincides with the
complex plane.
Z - cip'^(x^y) -V vTx^y).
or 2 = u'V v,*^
then is the equation of a surface which may be called a Modulus Surface of
Gauchy.
(2) Brrnch Points:
The property of the branches of the curve in crse of multiple roots of
(4) crn be proved in the following simple mrnner:
* Jahresbericht der Deutschen Mr theraatike r-vereinigung Vol. 3. Die
Entwicklvmg der Theorie der algebre ischen Ftmctionen in alterer und neuerer
Zeit. pp. 187-108. Article 31.

Let f{z) ard ^:(z) ^^e polyroii^i;rlR in z so t?!at
(5) z*= f(z)
FTiT
is an irreducible rational fojiction. Assuming the degree of f(z)
equal to n and greater than that of g(z), then for every value of z'
there arc n values of z which are the roots of equation
(f?) z'g(z) - f(z) =0.
We can write this equation in the form
(7) Aoz'*Va,z^"'-v +A^ 0.
In ^7) the A's are polynomials in z^* and the roots of (7) depend
upon the particular values of z'. Suppose now that Per some value zj
of z', (7) has k equal roots, so that we have the expamFion
(8) z' - zj=i(z - z^f ^ a^-va, z-v \a^^z'~f
in which for
the second parenthesis reduces t;o a©* Writing
z - z^ = u+iv and z - /^^s:^ t there is
(9) u-viv -p\ cos ke-vi sin k» ) ,^(/^,
in which for z = z^reduces to some constant, say^t
In the neighborhood of z= zo we may therefore write
u-viv
~fof^ 12. c^^'s (j^e+Bo ) -f- i sin(ke-ve^^, and hence,
(lO^ u = /^/^*^cos(ke+eo)
V
-foP "^sinCke+eo)
To any direction v/gi thru z^'
,
correspond in the z- plane
the directions defined hy the relation
tan (ke+Bj, ) =/i.
If is the smallest angle for which tan
-/^, we may write
,
so that
Rendiconti del Circolo Matematice Di Palermo. I'omo xxxiv,
AnT^o 193?, "On Conformal Rational Transfnrr.nt.i n.e in n Pin..."
1 1
^a^^^d^- i 0,1, fl, , k-1.
Any two consecutive branches intersect at an angle TT/k. For a direc-
tBon v/u =
-1/^ f perpenditcular to the first,
cot (ke f &f,) = -M.
tan (k» f e^V'TT/'^ ) =yU.
f f 7f/o) ATT
e^^-Bo- 7^ «TV^k ; 7V= 0,1,2, (k-1).
i.e. the corresponding "branches in the xy plane hiseCt the angles
formed by the branches of the first curve.

6Investigation of Simple Cases.
I , W = az . 4- t»
.
The transformation W = az V h is a linear transformation, con-
sisting of similitude, a rotation, and a translation, a is a complex
number and may he expressed as Ae^ z ^e^. i\ W = A^.f^\^ - Af^e'^'*'^^^
= Similitude ( co-
efficient a) f rotation thru the angle o<,.
W = az f h, similitude A 4- rotation^ V translation h.
W = C a, f ia,^)^ ( X \ i'y) f h, f ih^
= a^x ^ h^ - a^y \ ±(a^x -\ y ^ h^V
,
= ( a,x V Ti, - a^y) ^ ( a^x v a,y | b^)
= a^x*"V
^jt^*^ ^y*~- Sa, a^xy y a^xy -4- 2a,b^x f- Sa^b^^x
\2a.^ bj^y - ^a^Lb, y \ b,\ b^
= (a^^a^'^)x''v (a,S a^)yV'^( ^ ^ a^^Jx-V 2(a, b^- a^b, )y f ^''t^ .
Put Z = k, to determine the nature of the curves of intersection
of planes parallel to the xy plane with the surface. Then we get
(x^f y**) V g(a. b, -V a^bQx , 2(a,ba^- a,.b|) y = K- T>*-f
a^- a^^ a^^f a];
Or, completing the square;
A * a, b, V a^hA ±/y \ a , b^-ab \ - K - b,^f b^, (a, b, % h>f ( a.h^
I a.-fa- I 'I Z^^^^Ty KfnTa^ (a,-+ a^ )I
= K



Therefore tie sections made "hy plares parallel to the xy plane
are circles and the surface is a paraboloid of revolution,
with the
axis of revolution perpendicular to the xy plane.
To find the nature of the sections made by planes parallel to
the xz plane, let y = k and substitute this value for y in the
equation of the surface. This then becomes
^
/x ^ a^b^a^r - Z = - a.T^^- and the sections are
seen to be^'parSolas . Semilarly the^'krctions made by plaoes
parallel
to yz plane- found by puttinp^ x = k, are seen to be parabolas.
To find whether or not the vertex of the paraboloid lies in the
xy plane, put Z = ami investigate the nature of the curve of
inter-
section. This gives
(x f a. b. \ a^b^^^^ - a^I^aJiiJlL^v) = ^
V a - 7 V a*t ^ ^ , \
which IS a null circle, or the point/- a, b^ a^b^ . a, h^- n a i .
I aj^ ii^ a^+ J
Therefore the vertex of the paraboloid of revolution lies in the xy
(-
a^b, i a^J^^ a, b^- b, a ^]
which in the superposed complex plane is equivalent to W = 0, or
Z = - b/a .
II . The function W = l/z
plane at 1-
u ^ iv = l/xfiy = x-iy = x ^ i -y_
Ixfiy)(x-iy) FTT" x^y
Z = u**- f V
Or, substituting; for u and v in terms of x and y,
Z = x'^ . (-y)^
,
so that in this case,
CD Z =__!__
x^-\ y^
To find the sections of this surface made by planes parallel to
-J
the xy plane, assign different canstant values to Z and solve the
resulting: eouation.
1) Let t- 1. Then 1 =1; y"- - 1 = 0.
r's:
And we see that the section made by a plane parallel to the xy plane
at a distance 1 ahove the xy plane is a circle of unit radius with
its center at the origin.
2) Let^= 2. Then Tv^\ v'~= 2, u*^-^ v'-= 4 and 1 =4, x^-^ y = l/A;
/ y^
which is also a circle with its center at the origin and radius l/2.
3) Let^ = 3; Then the radius is l/9.
4) In general for ^ = k, the sections are circles v?lth their centers
on the Z axis and radii equal to l/k : thus giving a surface such as
is shown in
Figure V.
>
T
To find the sections made hy the intersection of the surface
and the other coordinate planes :
1. Consifler the plane, y = 0. Substituting this value of y in
the equation of tlie surface, we get Z = l/x*-.

c;-i"'ilarlv in the y nlane, ?
9 1
^ ' 0, Substituting, we get Z = l/y^,
'htnf'h o-ivinp' cu^^ic hvDcrbolas
,
See figure 6.
Now consider the section made by a plane parallel to the xZ
nlane. say y = 1. Substituting: this value we get 1 = Z . Or,
writing this in the implicit form it becomes x^e - t = 0.
To find the asyriiptotes tothis curve, we notice that it is a cubic
equation, lacking^ the term x ^, and we may express it as
0.x^-)- z z -1 = 0.
Then since the coefficient of the highest power of x = 0, the coeff-
icient of the next hijihest power of x, equated to zero gives the
equation of the asymptote. Kence,
Z = = Asymptote.
To find the double points of this curve we have the conditions
that
c) f = 2xz = 2x =0
and
This is not possible for any value of x, so that the curve has no
singular point.
Figure VI.
_^
^

To find tl'e points of inflexion we have cfe =
dx^
10 1
as a necessary
and sufficient condition.
1 = z
V 1A Y X
cfe = - 2x ^
d X*- ( X*~^ 4- 1 )
d^z = - 2(x=^^ if 4 2x.2(x'^+ 1) 2x
(l^z = - 2(x^^ 2x^V 1) -V 8x^^ «x'^ =
rJ Y*^ X"^-* 8X*' ¥ fiX^t 4X'^-V 1
Or -2x*^- 4x^- 2 4 Sx"^ 4 8x'^=
ax'^J^ 4x'^- 2 =
•
T-y*^ + _ 1 =
•JA ^ <Ca ~ J- — V
-''±T4 -V 1" = -2±4 = 1/3 or -1.
« 6
* 7C - 1 /r?Tfr or "^i
z = 1 , = 1 = 3/4 or 1 =00
x^v 1 1 /n +- 1 -1^1
Therefore ( l/sT^, 3/4) and (- l/n]^, 3/4) are the real points of
Now let HB consider the intersection of the given surface and
a plane oblique to the xy - plane.
ax-Vhy+cz^d = O^plane.
Z = 1 r= surface.
Solving, wc get as tlie equation of the projection of the curve of
intersection, ax-vhy^ c +d = 0, or
x^y»-
(y^-V y'^)(axYhy+d) c = 0, which clearly is a circular cuteic.
with axJ^hy^d =0, as a parallel to the asymptote.
l).(x^+ y'^)Caxthyfd)fc = 0.
2). Let y = mxfk. Then substituting in (3)
ax^t hy^yt axy'^-y hy^ t \ c^tH c =^ 0, we get
ax*^! hy'"(mxVk) V ax(Tn^x'-f 2kn|c f- \^ <^ h(m3x^^ nk-m^x^-t- nk'^mx
+ dx^-v dCm^x*^-^ 2kina \ k *) -|- c = 0.

Collecting; terms
x^(a V bm^axn-t ^rn^ ) + ^^^^^ ^ " ^
^^^^^ ^ ^
''^^"^
The conditions for two infinite equal roota are
(4) a ^ bn am^-y br^^ =
(5) (a S bm )( n'^-V l) =0,
m = -a/b, or ± i.
substituting tbe real value in the coefficient of
we get
bk ^ 2ak(-aA) * 3bk(ayb") ^ d \ d(a7b") =
Clearing of fractions,
b^k - 2a^kb + na'^bk ^ d ^ a^ d
k(b^- 2a"^b 4 3a%) V d i a'^d =
k = -d(a"-V 1)_
b3 Y a^^'o
Thus y = -a X - d(a^^T b^t a"b
ing;
y = -a X - 1 )
b b^ t a"^b
b-^y f a=^by = -ab^ - a^c^- a'^d - d
(6) (ab'^HKy )x h (a'^b 4 b^y d(a"-4 1) =
Figure VII.
is equation of asymptote, or simplify-

The general equation of a tangent plane to any surface at the
point (x,,y,,z,,) is (x - x,
)
J fi -y (y - y ) ^ f
Where the surface is represented by
(x,y,7.) =
f (x,y,z)H (x"-^ y'')z -1 =
f
X = 2xz = 2x
y^
= 2yz = 2y
si"
Substituting in the general equation we get
(x-x.) 2X, ^2y, (y - y,) (z - z.Xx^^j;*) =
xM y'^XjHy,^^
If we take as the point of tangency the point (x, ,o„z,), this equat-
ion becoines
(x - x^ (Z - Z|)x, =0 or.
2(x - x^) \x^(Z - ) =0 Tangent plane at (x^, o, Zj)
Solving this equation simultaneously with that of the surface, we
get,
2(x - X,) t x,^(_l - 1 ) =
(8) Or 2(x - x^){x'^'-\ y^) + x.Cx,"^- xT- y1 =
And this gives the projection of the curve of intersection of the
sirrface and the tangent plane at (x.,o,Z,) upon the xy plane. It a
is a circular cubic.
To find the double points of this curve the conditions, c)f =
c^) X
and g) f = 0, must hold with (S).
1) . f(x,y) = 2(x - x,)(xS y'^)^x,( x,"-- x^- y^) =
2) . ;^f = ex"^- 6x, X 4 2y^=
^x
3) . ^f = 4xy - r,x,y = 0, y(4x - 6x ) =0, y = 0, 4x - 6x, = .
-h y

Su>istitutin5^ y = in (?) we firid x = x .This point (x o) is on the
locus and is evidently a real double point. The other coiianon solu-
tion of 2) and 3) does not satisfy 1) and is therefore not a point
of the locus.
To find the slope of the tangent to (1) at the double point
(x, ,o)
.
dx ox a y dx
13
^y .d^f f dy \ ^-^f- f d^y oj-
» _dy ^ -d_r
-V
dx y -
Substituting the coordinates of the double point in this equa-
tion after putting for
<^ f , 6xV^y^- r>x^x
^jB = 12x - Hx^
6 X
c) f = 4xy - ^'x y
'
d
= 4x - 6x.
Oxoy
we get
dx
=
-4v_j^TlBy'^- ( 12x-6x, )(4x-fix.)
4x - 6x,
-X
.
-X -X
,
1
As this value is irr^ependent of the Iscation of ti e print o" tanp:en-
cy in tbe xz - plane, the tv:o branches of the curve through the
douhle point in the xy - projection inters ect at a constant angle.
To find the trigonometric tangent of the angle between the two
geometric tangents at the double point.
Tan e = 1. - 1. = VT^ = iVs =-fK, © = 120*^
Hence the
Theorem : Every tangent-plane cuts the Cauchy surface for W ~ l/^
in a curve, whose xy projection is a circular cubic with a real
double point, such thht the branches of the cubic throu^rh the double
point intersect at a constant angle of 120
f
Figure VIII.
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III. Consider the transforination
(1) W = az4b = a z~(-b/a)
cz-^d c z-( -d/c
W = when z = -b/a
W =00 when z = -d/c
W = a/c z-Zq , where Zo= -b/a, z^= -d/c.
Z
— Zcjo
The factor a/c involves similitude and rotation. W= kz, k= Kaf
ao that as far as the configuration is concerned, nothing is lost in
< generality by restricting the investiga-
tion to the transforination \7 = z-Zp
,
or W = z-
A5Z = U^^ V^, it is found that
U |iV =
Or x^f ixy -"(^x - i^^x -/?,x - t^i/^,+ i'V^r ^^^^ + y"^" V <^
^ fx -^^)iprr^^
It is alwaj'^s possible to determine a transformation consisting of
a translation, rotation and similitude so that e< and^ trans-
formed into
-^1 and -1 respectively. For this ptMTpose take the gen-
eral form of the equation
» a./ f b , so that cj^^-f&y- a ^ -b =
/ c^ ^ d ^ ' / '
Suppose^ =oCand^ = 1, Then the equation becomes co(-a^-fd-b =
Again suppose^ ~ ~ * equation then becomes -^-aj/?-d-b=0
t
16
a-c = d-h , and a-c = - d-b
a = l/a-T3 - d-bl
c = if- d-1) - d-T)"\.
And JT/g(d-b) -g<:(d4b))jf2o^ _-b
/
- ( d-b ) dLi dVo )
J V
2a^^
Replacing In W = z- o( , z in terms of ^'as extracted from this equa-
tion and writing afterward W for^'the transformation becomes
2) W = z-1 .
According to the general theory, page 5, the corresponding
Cauchy surface of the function z^ , with z=l as a zero and z =
-1
as a pole, touches the xy - plane^at (0,1) and has a tirombone-shaped
part extending in the direction of the line (y= 0, x = -1). To write
the equation of the surface explicitly in Cartesian coordinates we
have^
W = z-i ^ x^iy-1 ^ x-Uiy» x^l-i^ _. y*'-it^ = U ^ iv
T\i " x+iy-vl - x-tl-tiy Xfl-iy x«-^2s + 1-^y^
.
U =_^yil_, and V = 2y
xV2x\l-»-ya- x>2x^lvy*-
Hence for the equation of the surface
Z = u""^ V^= (xV-lf ^ 4y^ or
(xV2xvl»-7^^
Z = x^4-v\l-2x^2y^2x^4y^ ^
x^43c^^l ' -^^ V-t4x'-t2xH.23ey^4x^4xy^'^y^
Reducing the general equation of the surface we have:

zQxuf ^y^" y5 [(x-i)N ytj
= [(x"^^ y^ ^ 2x^l] [(x% f) - 2xAl]
= (x-'-^V f)N SCx'^'-t 41 - 4x^
= x^-[ 2xV-^ y**-t 2x^2j'^Ji 1 - 4x'-
= x^^ y% 2xV- 2x^^ 2y\ 1
(x-tl)'^-V y '= represents infinitely small circle at infinite distanc
Z Qx^lf
^ y^= [£x-l)% y5
(3) Z [jx^D'^^ y'J - [_(x-l)% y3 =
This is the equation of surface in its reduced form.
To find the nature of the sections made by the intersection of
this surface and planes parallel to the xy - plane. Put 2t = k, and
I
we get
k = (x~l )^v y°- If k = 2, we have
2x^4 4x + 2 i 2y*= x^- 2x + 1 ^ y-^
Or, x^-t 6v -H 1 4 y''=
x°i. e,x \ 9 i y*= 8
(xt3f t y'-= 8,
Therefore the section is a circle, of radius 8 and center at (-3,0).
Let Z = l/8. Then we have
x^i 2x + 1 i y^= Sx"^- 16x 8 ^ 8y^, or,
-7x^-^ 18x - 7-7j^=
x'^- 18 x V 1 •{ y = ^
(x'*-- 18 x f 81 ) \ y^=(4
7 49 49
(x-9/7)*-t y =_4.
49
Therefore the section is a circle with radius 2/7 and center at

( 9/7, 0). Similarly, putting Z = l/4, we get a circle with radius
4/3 and center at (5/3, O). So also with X = 3/4, the section is a
circle, with center at radius = 1'48.
For the general case then, i>^ Z = k,
X- 4 2kx f k H ky^- x*-i 2x -1 - y^=
(k-l)X^ 2(k^l)x \- (k-l)y% (k-1) = d . i. X -
l^xS 2 |l| X ^ i y^ ^k^j'^ ^1
(4) Tx ^ k^ll^
V_ i^Zf X y*-= 4k , Therefore the sections are circles with
centers at (- 0) and r^dii 2^
Considering the projection on the xy plane, of all circles on
the surface, we have a pencil with the imaginary base points, (^,i)
and (0, -i). For
The intersection of {x^l)^\ y*^
and y^
are (0,i)(0,-i). xN j\ 2x ^1
x^i y^- 2x 4 1 = V
4x =
This is shown hy figure 10 « It follows, however, directly from
the transformation W = z-l . For, \z-l\ = \w\ = ^(zT = constant,
z moves on a circle k of the pencil with 41 and -1 as limiting pomtB.

For arg.(z-l) - arg{y.\l) = const, z moves on a circle of the conju-^^
gate pencil as is shown in Figure 11.
Tahle of values for different values of Z = k, for radius and dist-
ance of center of circle at distance k fror xy plane.
K
0.1
0.^
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
l$P9
center
-k-1
k-1
1.22
1.5
1.85
2.33
3.
4.
5.66
9.
19.
21.
11.
7.66
6.
- 5.
4.33
3.85
3.5
3.
1 .CC
1.5
1.4
radii
.08^
1.1
1.5
2.1
2.8
3.8
5.5
8.9
18.9
20.876
10.954
7.60
5.916
4.898
4.213
3.725
3.354
3.063
2,328
1.7321
1.118
.979

.8819
.8081
.75
.70
-(z-^l) = X, -z-1 = xz-x; xz-x^z-^l = equation of line of centrr
z-1
of circles, and this we see is an equation of an equilateral hyper-
"bola.
To determine tlie nature of the curves of iiitersectir-n of the
surface and the coordinate planes. Put ^irst, x = 0, an"! -le get
= z = i
as the section made l)y the yz plane. Therefore the line l,x=0)
lies in the surface.
To find the cross seccio . xz plane with the surface, put
y = 0, and we have
a cubic.(5) Z(x.^ir"(x^l)^=: 0, or Z =
To determine the asymptotes to this curve, let Z = mx^b,
the equation of the asymptote. Then
TTixfh = ^x-l\a.
\x-vl) or
(mx^h)(x-^ir= (x-1) and
mx 2r!X%riixi%hx^2hy^h=x^2x+l
mx^ ^ ( 2m^h-l ) x\ 42 ) xl|f)-i- C
m=0, 2iT!4h-l=rG, /,h=0.
The qquation of the asymptote is therefore Z = 1.
To determine the points of inflexion of the cuhib Z =|x--lj ,
we have from
dz = ( 2x-2 ) ( X v3 )^ - ( x-Xx^l ) 2 ) = 4(x-l)
(x-1) 4 Ufl)!
the condition

d\ = 4(xvl? -4(>:-l)(x^l)^3 = -S(x-^2) .
TMs liecorcef; O if Sx-in = 0, or x = 2, therefore x=2, y==0, is a point
of inflexion, for f"(Z) cl anges sign as x passes thr?i this value.
If Z = 0, then (x*"\ y^-D'^V 47*^ is the equation oft fee curve
of intersection of the surface and the xy plane.
x^^ 1 = t.T=4y^="t-2iy.
»^y = 0, x^ 1, X =1.1, Points only.
Figure XII.
The ahove figure will give a general idea of the appearance of
the surface.
To determine whether or not the xy plane is tangent to the
surface at (1,0,0).
AL (z-^i^ \ (x-Xy)-v 8f (y-y.) = is the equation of the tangent
dz, c)x, ciYi
plane to f(x,y,z) = 0.
_2>fj_,- 2yz - 2y; ?>f = C.
f_
=^
(xvif
^
y^jdf = 4.
Therefore the tangent plane at (1,C,C) is 4Z = 0, or Z = 0, tbe

xy plane.
To determine the minimun; points of the surface. Write the
equation in the explicit form.
Taking we get 2(x-l
)
f(x41 )\/?- fx-lf y'j2(xVl)
Andb\ =r2[(xnf t ^-f a(x-l)a(xvl)-X(x-l)2(xV.l)-[(x^lf V ^ f
[2f(xvlf t y"-)2(x>l)^ .
^x^lH y^
Computin
,
similarly, and'^\ and substituting (1,0,0), the
<5y ST^
coordinates of the point of tangency, for x,y,z, in these express-
ions; we see that the first partial c'erivatives vanish, while the
second partial derivatives are positive: therefore (l,0,n) is a
minimum point of the

This shov7s the cross section of xz plane.
The equation of the intersecting tangent plane at P is
z-z,= dz (x-Xj )
To find the equation of the projection in the xy plane of the
curve of intersection, elifainate z between
1) zQxvlTt -Qx-lTv and
2) Z-Z^ = dz (x-x, )
dx,
3) Z = Z, - dz (x-x,)
r^, 4 dz (x-^)3'r(xo^if t y=]-
dx
is the equation of the projection of the curve of intersection of
the surface and xy plane.
Eo find the asymptotes to this curve, put for brevity Z^=ki^
dz = k , and x = k^. Then expanding and simplifying the equation
of this curve becomes
k,x'^f (k,f 2k^- k^k^- l)x^^ (2k, i k^- 2kJ^3-» 2)x ^ (k^~ k k^ - l) y^
V lS,?^yN (k, - l^k^- 1) = 0=f(x,y).
Arranging this equation in descending powers of y, we see that it
is a cubftcwithethe y^term missing. Thus
0.y^+ (k, - k^l^ - 1 i lS^x)yH =
The equation of the asymptote is therefore, k, - - 1 i = ^*
To reduce this we have
k^x = 1 + W- ^Sor
X = lykA- ^ * - 1 » dz X,- z,
k, dx
dz
dx
and substituting the expressions for dz and Z :
3x
X = 1 ^ 4 (xr-l)x. - (x.-l)'^
4 (xc-l)

= (x.tl)% 4(x-l)-(x.>-lAx.n) 24
= ^ .Sx.'-^^-rl t4x, - 4x. - X, xf- -t X, - 1
'4(x,-l)
= Sx.*^ = 2x.!^
4(x^-l) x-1
Explicitly the equation of the asymptote is now
X = 2x,'*"
To find the slope of the tangent at the double point and deter-
mine whether or not the angle between the tangents is constant,
k^x^i- (H^-V 2k^- 1^3- l)x^^ (2k, t k^-aicJ:3-\ 2^x -i (k^ - kjc- Dy"^
\ k^xy"^^ (k, - k^- 1) = 0^^(x,y)
the projection in the xy plane of the curve of intersection of the
surface and tangent plane. Dividing thru by k^the equation becomes:
^ 1 (k, ^ 2k^ - kj^ - px'^ \ (2K *t a>k^k, ^ 2)x \ (K, - k^k^ - l ) y ^
+ xyN (k.- k,k,- 1) =
J—
Or, for brevity we toay write this equation in the form
x'^-^ ax^-j bx cy*'-t xj'^^c^ =
y'^(B4.x) = -x^- ax^- bx - c
y^ - x^
-f ax'*^4 bx c
x-vc
Transforming the origin to the double point we have as the equations
of transformation
X = X, + x'
y = y'
Substituting these values in the previous equation wegf
t
y' = - (x,
-f x') f a(x.v x') -t- b(x, f xQ v c
X,
-v X'
-f c
Dropping primes and dividing both sides of the equation by x^,we
get 3 a.
» (xt -I x) t a(x, -r x) t b (x, -t x) 4 c -/ y^
x>- x*^ (x, V X -t c
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And Lim (yf » lim -(x^-^x)^ -f a (x^ - x)^ 4 b(x 4 x) -f c
ITow replacing a, b, andcby their values in terms of x, & Z we get
for this quotient
(X,. x)2 4 (xf -^2x,x . x2)(Z,. / - ti/^r " ^ ^ ^^.^
^)(2Z^-||2.^
dx
+ 2) Z,- ^ ^J- 1dx dx , all over the denominator
dx
x(x+.x+(Z-dZ,x-l)
I
(
^
as" J )
Reducing this by terms,
Z - 2dZi - dZi xi 1 fxi- 1)^+ 8(xi- 1) - 4 (xi- 1)X]^- 1
1 3^ ^ = 1)2 ixj^+ 1)3 T^-rrp
(xi+ 1)3
^ (xi- 1)^ {xi 4 1) + 8(xi - 1) - 4)xi - Dxj^ - (x^ 1)^
4(xi '- 1)
^ (xf - 2xi '^ l)(xi + 1) -f 8x1 - 8 - 4xf 4 4xi - - 3x| - 1
4rir~=nn
-8x1 + 8x1 - 8 » 2xf -f 2X1 - 2
~ XI- 1
And
,
22i 2 dZi XI dZi • 2 2)xi - 1) ^_ 8x1 (xi - 1) ^. 4(xi - 1) + 2
dx~ a:^- (xi4l)2 ~ (xi-^1)'^ (xi-t-l) ^
_
- 4(xi - 1)
dx (xi 1)3
= 2{xi - 1)2 (xi 1) - 8x-l{xi - 1) + 4(xi - 1) + 2)xi t 1)3
. E(xf - 2X]_ 4 l)(xi 4 1) - 8xf -I 8x1 + 4xi - 4 + 2x^ + 6x^ 6x^ + 2
4 XI ~—
? —
4xj - 4xf ^ ISxi
4xi - 4
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XI - XI 4 4x1
Xt - 11
A.X1U. f
2l - dZi XI - 1
CIX
(xi - 1)^ h 4X1 (XI - 1)
I'-itT + iT2 (xn + i)a
- 1
dZl 4(xi - 1) „
(XI + 1)3
. B (XI - 1)*' (Xl + - -iXl 1)3X y
4(xi - i;
2
B ( Xl - <cXi + 1 M Xl X ; -
2 2 3
A"V-i 4- — T-i —
2
- o31- 1
4(x . 1)
2 t
^ - 8x1 = -2x1
4{Xi - 1) x^ - 1
Sub st 111111; ine these values of the terms in reduced form in the
\7 V4 Ji X ll y WW £>^ "
{ Xl X ) + ) xi +
? 2
cXl X T X / \ — £iJtl f feJi-l — <i/ 4 f Vt + T )
^1 ^
( X? - X? + 4Xn
)
- 2x2
X-^ — X
x2{ gx + X - 2X1
)
XI - 1
« (xf + 3xf X + 3X-L x^ » x2)(xi - 1) -^ 2xJ - 2xf - 2xf - 4x^ x- 4x? XX
- 4x1 ^ ~ ^
2 2
2xi X - 2x +
2
4 3, 2 2 2 . „ 2
Xl - Xl 4 4xi + Xl X - Xl X + 4xi X - 2xi
2 2 2
* XI X 4 XI X
2 3 2 2
Xl X - X -2x e Xl + xi X - Xl - X - 2
x2 X^ -f X^ X^ - x^ - x^ - 2x^ x^ x^ - Xj^x - x^ - X -2x^
Lim (y)^ » lim -
_ p
xj + Xl X - Xl - X -2 •= ^1 - ^1 - 2 = Xl -. 2
X = X X = xj x-^ X - x^ - X - 2x^ X J + XI

But the slope of the tangents at this p. int is^l^J, therefore 27
"
jx^ - 2 is slope, anr:' this is finite but not constnat.
* Vie have seent that the system of all circles on the surface
projected into a pencil of circles with tlie imaginary hase points
(l,i), (-liii). The lines of fastest descent on the surface are a
|gllS^ol^%ljS!ls°Sli3.g^«rplaSel^|ara^ to the xy plane. These
project into a set of curves orthogonal to the projection of these
circles in the xy plane as will he seen from the theorem in
Solid Geometry:
" If two straight lines in space, intersect at right angles,
and one of these lines is parallel to a given plane, then the pro-
jection of these lines in that plane, aSilso intersect at right angles
Fifi:Kre
X,
Thus in Figure XV. we have given the plane xy, A B and AC, straight
lines without xy, and AB parallel to K^. Angle CAE = 00,^ and DE and
DF the projections of aB and AC in xy. According to the theorem,
angle FDE is a right angle. Then since the lines of fastest descent
on the surface are a system orthogonal to the system of circles ferri-
ed hy the intersection of the surface and planes parallel to the
xy plane, the projections of these circles and the projections of
lines of fastest descent are orthogonal to each other.
\fz\-'l\ \j = 4Z is the equation of the systen; of circles. The
system of curves orthogonal to this systen passes thry the points
(1,0) and (-1,0') therefore intersects the x aKis. Now we I:now that
if we have two curves f(x) = and g(x$ = then every curve thru
their intersection is given hy f(x) k Tig (x) = 0. Take the particular
circle of the first system, then, that passes thr^i (3,0) and (-a[,0).
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Its equation is
x% y*^- 1 = 0=f(x); and the x axis is y = 0=g(x) . Then the
equation of the system of curves thrb their points of intersection
is
(x*^^ = C; or
(y - A)'^= A% 1,
where A may have any constant value.
This gives the equation of the projection of the lines of
I'astest flescent on xy plane. To get tlie equation of their projection
in yZ plane solve this equation simultaneously with the equation
of the surface, eliminating x.
Between*
1) (y
-7i)^= and
2 4 '
2) zQx^l)*^! _^x-l)'^X /\ = 0.
From 1) X -(y-^T^^ =T5^>fVV
Substituting this value in 2) we get
\^lHAy-y^i"''tyj- I^Vi^^ ^ - or,
z^t^^t^^Tiy^^ ~^-2N(r:7^Yy^7^ =
cpancling: 2Z^2ii\lP75^ VX^^ -2y2Yl\Ay-y-Ay= <
2Z^zXy-l->= _:.>a\1^:^^ri^_2\r^>^^
Or, collecting terms:
2(Z-1) ^)iy(Z-l) r: -(2Zt2)YH?^y5
(24X7)(Z-l!) =
-Y^vAy^y^ squaring:
2Z|-2
igvAy^Cz-i)^ = it^ly-y'^ or,
(44 ^Xy^-XS^Cz'^-sz fi) = (i+Xy-y^4(z'^2Z4i)
Or 4Z%4AyZtZy*A-8Z-cS>Z-2;f:^Z+4:i4;|yf?ly^

CollectirfT terns: we get for tlio reqmirecl equation
(r) <ft4)y^Z^-2(/;t4)y*'Z-ir.^yZf(Af4)y^-ir>Z =
The projection of a curve of fastest descent upon the yZ plane is
therefore a quartlc.
That the curve must generally be a quartic is also gerametrically
apparent. As both surfaces pass thru the absolute at infinity, their
curve of intersection being of the sixth ord.er, degenerates into a
quartic and the infinite imaginary circle, absolute.
To determine the asymptotes to this curve, put y = mZ f 1b,
Then
(y(+4)Z^(inZtb)^-2U-4)Z(mZfbf - 16Az(mZfb) V ( ^^4 ) (mZ+b f'-lGZ = 0.
Expanding and collecting terms
The above figure illustrates the circles and line of fastest descent.
To show that the curve of intersection of the surface and yZ plane
is tangent to xy plane at (x=l,y=0). V/e have previously shown that
the surface is tangent at this point. Therefore if the curve passes
thru this point it must be a point of tangency. The coordinates
(1,0) satisfy the equation of the curve, therefore (1,0) is a point
of tangcnc;^.
—--—=====—=

The tangent rlane at (0,0,1) ir, 30
4x4Z-l= for^ = 2(x+l)Z-2(x-1> for x = 0,Z= 1 this heroines
2Z,+2=4
= 2Zv-2v - 0, for y= 0, Z= 1.
f =[(xflf
-f-yfl X = G, y= 0, hecomes 1.
Z
^,4xfZrl = is the tangent plane at (0,(1,1).
To getthe equation of the projection of the lines of fastest
descent in the xZ plane eliminate y hetween
1) z[(x.l.l)^^-y^- ^x-lf +-y3- and
2) x^ (y- X )^= fn
From 1) -tUH)^-^ (x-1)^
- Z-1
Z(x-»lf 4 (x-ly
Z-1
And suh8titutin<j this value in 2) we get
x'^f -Ux^if^ (x-1)^- xltz(^i)'^M^zir^ = 1-
Or, expanding, removing parentheses, collecting terms, transposing
and combining, we get:
(7) (2-i(^x^Z% (4^2yi')xZ% (4-2;f^x^Z f (2^/(ifx^- (44- ^/TVx KSfii^Z^
-(4t-2/i*lZ4. 2^0.
This curve is evidently also a quartic. For som.e definite value of ^
let ^he the horizontal projection of the quartic, which is of cours
a circle of the conjugate pencil. Figure , XVII.
It is apparent that the curve has a double point at x = 0, z=l
•
For the slopes of the tangents at this point D vv^ get
dx t
(^^r <^^f dz g
xe) 77^z^'33r ^
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Or
1) . dz = -sd^'f -ii^L-^
>) f(x,Z) = ('^+/f^x^z=^+ r4f2if)x z^f (4-2A'$x^z4 (2vA''>x^- (4+2/^^x |
(2^)f^Z^- (4+2^^Z+(24)|^('
<^f = 2(2+/^x2'z f2(4+ 2>V^xz |(4-2A^xN 2(24^!fZ > (4.+2/f)
d)f = 2(2f ^^xZ^-(-(4f2 A^Z% 2(4-2A'^xZ 4-2(2 + /r')x -(4^2/1^
C^'f = 2(24j;^Z% 2(4-2A^)Z \.2(2i-h
if = 2(24rtx^* 2(4f2y|^Z f- 2(2|/f'^
Ci)^f = 4(2+r*!fxZ + 2(4f2ii^)Z 4 2(4-2^'^x ,
JxTz
Substituting these values along with x= 0, z=l, in 1). We get
(iz = -2(24A^l2 itfF^^2
^/-2 (24 jf^42Alyr^^ /and
m = -2(24 l^r^^E^ir^
a '2 4^Jt7^
For|= these slopes have the same value, viz. -2. Then K^is sym-
netrical with respect to the xZ plane, and its projection on the xZ
plane consequently degenerates into an hyperbola, as we see by
replacing jf by in 2). Ihis gives
2x\% 4xZ*}.4x'^Z4>r2x^- 4x 4 2Z^-4Zx^
Or, x%% 2xzf2x^z f x^- 2x^4 z^-Hi 4^ =
.Ox(xz4x4z-l) =
(xzfxi^z-1) =
Z(xfl)+ (x-1) = 0,

9) Z = - x-1
for the equation of tl^e hyperbola. For ^ the intersection of
the surfficc and the xz plane is bhtained. The quartic degenerates
into the cubic
(10) Z(xfl)^- (x-1)^ and the lins Z =| 1 .
Figure XVI.
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IV. (1) W =7.-1
ufiv = (x+i^f - 1
= x^-j- nixy - 3xy - ly - 1
u = x^- 3xy^- 1
T = 3x y - y
3.^
u% v''^ (x^- 3xy^- 1) V (3x^y-/)
= x''+ 9xV-f 1 - Sx'^y*'- 2x^f 6x y^^f 9x^y% y^- fix'^y
Z = x^ 3x%*- 2x^ 3xyf 6xyN 1 4 y^
is the equation of the surface. i
As foE W = -1, three roots of the equation in Z,
z^- 1 - W =
become equal to zero, then to the unit circle / Wj'^^ 1 thru -1 in
the W-plane corresponds in the xy-plane a curve which, according
to
the g:eneral theory has a triple-point at the origin and three hraneh
o
es at ecTual angles of 60.
To find this curve of intersection of the surface and a plane
parallel to the xy plane at a distance 1. Solve simultaneously l)
z = 1 and 2)
Z = xS 3x*^y^- 2x^f 3x'^y'^V 6x y% 1 f y,''
which gives:
3) f(x,y) = 3xV^- 2x^4 3x^/ j-6xj\ 0.
This has no real asymptotes, as we see hy suhstituting y «Vx4h,
and solving.
f•fell
.
For lim /f(x,jO_i we get
lim
It-=00
or writing lim/yi = m
(Um^)^. Consequently, (m-ti, x = , y^^c^) satisfy the eqaation.
The circular points are triple points of the sextic. This curve is

therefore tricircular.
Since there is, in the equation of this curve, no constant term,
it passes through the origin. Reducing the equation of the curve of
intersection of the surface and the p})aiiie Z = 1, to polar coordinates
vre get:
3 *^ ^
^''(cos j 3((3 EOS
-9-)'*( jOsin ^f-2(pcos ^)i?.{fS cos^ ) (^sln-^)
f6( ^ cos -^)( /Osin-^) f(/asin-^)^0 expanding,
=
^cos^-^f3^^cosVziri^-^-2/3\osV+ap^cos^-^sinVH5/3^cosVsin^
r:F( /9, ^)
.
la 2 ^
= ^(sin^fcos^-^)4/a2cos-^ (3-4cos^-^) =
Finally , (4) pV/o^2cos-fi- (3-4 cos^^) =
To plot this, we calculate the following table of values:
1.121^
^-1.12
The surface has the property of axial symrietry with respect to
the Z axis with respect to a rotation thru 120^. This is determined
by subjecting the equation of the surface to the transformations
X = X cos^ -y sm-^^
y = X sm-^ ty cos
Substituting these values in
Z = xS3x''y'^-2x^-^3x'^y^f0xy-^-^l+y^

Exp:^ndinp, collecting terms and simplifying we get
Z = 1 (x^Ox^yVT f 45x*^y% BOnTxV^i lOHx^y'^-f f>4)rrxy^+ 27y7+JL.(-x
64" ^'"^
V Wyfyis 4 31xV^+ 4x^y^r3' - aTx^*^- exy^+Oy^)^ Sx^yfOfgxy^
4-3y^)4^3 (9xS f^x^yr3'-27x''y^- 4x Vl^-^^l^?" y'^-10xy^;^-f3yV| (-^x^- x'^yfj
V^SxyVfs) I 1 4 1 (27x^- 54x^ynr4 IBCxV"^- 60x^ y'fei:4r=xV" 6xyfe y)
= x''4 3x'^y% 3xV*4 y''4 1-2x^4 6xy^= Z
Therefore a rotation thro 120*'al)out the Z-axis leaves the sur-
face invariant. Since this «$ true, curves of the cross sections may
o
"be plotted thru 120 and then repeated.
To find the intersection of the surface and the xZ -plane, put
y = in the equation of the surface and we get
(5) X - 2x 4 1 = Z.
To plot this we calculate the following tahle of values:
X Z
1
-1
-2
1/2
3
2
1
?T
1
4
3
z
1
4
81
49
16-
1.003
.96
.89
5
F
3
4
7
-1_
2
Similarly for the intersection
of the surface and gZ plane, put
X = and we get
(6) yS 1 = Z
•109
^j^^ have the following tabie of
values
.
.56
.33
49
1.27
Z
1
1
2
3
2
2
•1
i
2
1
2
11
64
11
63
2
11
64
i
scale on X and Y aves
^ times scale on Z oxis

To find the points of inflexion of x - 2x + 1 = Z, v/e have the
condition that the second derivative must vanish.
r\x% = 6x^- 6x^
f"(x) = 30x*^- 12x
which vanishes for x = 0, ,*,(0,l) is a point of inflexion of the
curve
.
To find the tangent at this point substitutd in the general
equation of the tangent
(z-z^ = dz (x-xj) the values (0,1) for (x,Z,) and we get (z-l) = 0,
Therefore in its explicit form Z - 1 is the equation cf the tangent
to the curve at the point of inflexion in the xZ plane.
To find the points of inflexion of Z = y + 1.
Using the same method as hefore we obtain
f(y) = 6y
f (y) = 30y , which vanishes for y = 0, therefore (tt,l) is a point
of inflexion.
To find the tangent to the curve at this point, put (0,1) for
y, Z in the general equation of the tangent, ^Z-Z,)= dZ (y-y ) and
ne get:
Z-1=0.
Therefore Z = 1 in the yZ plane is the equation of the tangent to
yV 1 = z,
at the point of inflexion.
To prove that the surface is tangent to the xy plane at (1,0),
(-1, 1\3) (-1 , - if?").
2 2 2 2
Z - X 3x*^y^- 2x^4 3x^y'''-^ 6xy^+ 1
"l-
y^ surface.
Z-Z| - <:\) z (x - X, ) 4 Z (y - y^ ) equation of the tangent plane at
(x,yj Z,).

Z - = ;,Z = is the equation of tangent plane at (1,0).
Simila-^ly substituting for x,ft y in turn (-1, ifS-) and
-1, -iVfT ) in the partial derivatives they banish thus showing
that
2
,he surface is tangent to the xy plane at the thbee points.
To show that ihese are minimura points of the surface take the
second partial derivatives and we get^X^ = SOx'^H 36x^y^- 12x ^Gj"^
= 6x'+ 36x
9l
Ando/ Z '* ^y^4- 12x 4 3oy •
Substituting (1,0) in partial derivative with respect to x get
C^Z = 18.
Substituting inj^we getd'z = 18. Similarly substituting the valaes
(-1 iTs" ) and (-1, -^f3) in the partial derivatives we find that in
^
^ ^2
each case their values are positive. Therefore these are minimum
points of the surface, since these values in the first partial
derived functions reduce them to zero.
To determine the angles at which the curve of the intersection
of the surface and the plane Z = 1, curs the xZ plane we form
the
«
limit^2;j» y = 0«
In polar coordinates there is cotf= 1 d/^ and fDom
^= Scos^-^""**- '^cos-^
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if = 8cos*asinaf2sin a , or
cot<4^= -.8cog^^slnQ4- 2sin , from which
Scos - 6cos
lim (cottA*) =^ and
lim (cot ^) = ^
This shows that the angle between the tangent and the radius Tector
ford = ^ or 1>, is zero. And therefore^ = ;a , 6- * 7> are
tangents to the curve as the graph shows.
Therefore the circular points are triple points of the sextic.
Consider the intersection of the surface and the plane Z = 2.
Substitut ine; this value in the equation of the surface we get
x^+ Sx'^y-- 2x'^ 3x* y-^^ex/^ y^* - 1 =
Writing in polar coordinates, collecting terms and simplifying we
have(^^- (^'( cosQ -Scos^O )-l =
Calculatinjt values we get the following table.
?
Put this value in equation of surface and we get
Q
1.37
!
1.34
1.
.7441 2t
' 3
.799[ r-^jf
1.
cos
/34l
2
1
1
2
/3-1
41
To find, the curve of intersection of the surface and Z = l/2.
'^^^'(6cose- 8colO)+l/2 =
P'^zr - (fcos9- Scos^e) ^y(6co^e^8cos Q ) 2
Calculating values we get
cos O O ^ r
r3+i
1
1
2
12
o
5
3L
1.19
.8921
.89'U
.66
,89
cI
I
i
42
Let us consider now the conformal mapping of the function,
W = 2?- 1, from the W plane to the z plane. Let|W|= 0. This gives
the origin in the W plane and makes 1, z = l,co ,u:>\ . Thus the
origin maps into the three points. If 1^1*^= 1, then we have a circle
of unit radius about the origin in the W plane and the three loops
as shown in figure 22 in the z plane. Form^= l/2 we get another
circle, concentric with the first two in the W plane and having a
ralius equal tojT, and the three ovals in the z plane. ForlW|= k,
the general case, we get a circle about the origin in the W plane,
with a radius equal to\k and in the z plane a figure such as is
shown by the outermost curve of Fig .
Since the pencil of circlesmaps into these curves, their ortho-
gonal trajectories map into the orthoganal trajectories of the
second set. The lines u = mv are the orthogdnal trajectories of the
circles in the W plane. But from the equation
u = x^- ^xy*^- 1 and V = 3xV - y'^so that (x"^- 3xy'^- 1) = m(3x'V - ^)
is the equation of the orthogonal trajectories in the xy plane, Fife,
et m = 0. Then we get
m =
1
1/2
O
3/2
3
Imag.
^77^=1 1.07
-V.7265
f^l.7
m =
y Sx'V - y"^
:v 1 3. y^Jx*^- y) =
± '2 12. y =
27. 3x^ = y
-^1/2 3/4
vl/4 3/16
t:3/2 6.75
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V.
45*
So ffir the general case W = z - 1; if W = 1, z = and we have
n zero points of the function. Z or u^v v'\ill he expressed by an
equation of degree ^n in x and y. Expressing this equation in polar
coordinates we have
pl^cos^O- isin->i^) = V/ - 1
u -P cos-^^- 1
v =/^sin-vv.d
Z = u"^^ y'^^P^Ccos^e^ siiKe) - 2^'^osn
u^-^ V - 1 - 2f^GOs^9,
The equation of the curve of intersection of this surface and
the plane Z = 1 is therefore
r - 2/^cos na =
2cos n (9 . Expressing this in rectangular coordinates we have
(H 4 y^) = X -vvy
?or cos n <9 =
sinQ = y and cos 6 = x
VI.
So far we have considered only algebraic gunctions. The inves-
tigation may, of course, he extended to any regular analytic ffiknct-
ion. I shall confine rarself to a simple example of this kind and
merely discuss the shape of the surface.
(1) W = e^
W = e^^^^ = e"^. e^^
= e\os y + ie^sin y
Z = u'=^-t v'^= e'^^cos'^y 4j sin'^y^^ 2e^^sin y cos yj
^
-i
—
—
'
(2) Z = e (l-^iigi^^^) which gives us the equation of the surface.
To find the intersection of the surface and the xz plane put
y = and we have z = e , which gives the fofti >wing table of values.
€- K
«l
i
i
1
1X
< 7 .29
2
i
3 jJ 384
.
1/2
i
'i
r
2.7
46
To find the intersection of the surface and the yz plane, put
X = and we get Z = 1- sin ^y, which gives the forrowing tahle of
values
,
1
2
1
3^4
1
J/. J «. 4f -Jf. ->t -5;- ij;-





